
Civil Liberties
• First ten amendments of Constitution

– Also Known As?

The Bill of Rights:
Individual freedoms & protections 

(Prohibitions of Government powers affecting liberties)

Included are:

• Freedom of speech

• Freedom of religion

• Freedom to assemble peaceably

• Protections if suspected, accused, or tried
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Finding the proper balance

• Problem: conflicting objectives
– How to balance individual freedom with… ?

• Legitimate interests & rights of society
– (The Public Interests)

• A Matter of proper balance:
Rights of Individual Rights of Society
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Two Approaches to finding Balance
• Interpreting the Constitution by & through:

– 1. Original Intent … or …
– 2. Interpretation IAW the changing times

• What is Original Intent? =>
– The theory that judges should interpret the 

Constitution by determining what the founders 
intended when they wrote it.

• Chief Justice Taney & Dred Scott ( quoted in Text)

• Any problem with applying Original Intent?
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Problems with Interpreting via
Original Intent

• Whose intent do we use?
– The framers who drafted the constitution?

– The state conventions who ratified it?

– The state legislatures elected by voters?

• Exactly what was their “original intent”?

• What do the words used mean exactly?
– And… What about the intentionally ambiguous 

terms used by the framers?



Keeping up with the times

• Oliver Wendell Holmes argued:
– The Constitution must be interpreted “…in light 

of our whole experience and not merely in the 
light of what was said a hundred years ago.”

• Chief Justice Warren observed:
– Sources regarding the Constitution’s meaning: 

“are inconclusive”

• Justice Charles Evans Hughes asserted:
– “The Constitution is what the Judges say it is.”
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Modern Day Considerations

• Founders drafted Constitution during 18th

century
• 21st century issues now include:

– Cell phones, Computers, Internet, DNA evidence
• So the key question is: 

– How should the Constitution be interpreted and 
applied today?

• But first- what are the freedoms protected by the 
Bill of Rights? 
– (a summary) 
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Bill of Rights- A Summary

1. Freedom of religion, press, 1. Freedom of religion, press, 
and assemblyand assembly

6. Rights when on trial6. Rights when on trial

2. Right to bear arms2. Right to bear arms 7. Common law suits7. Common law suits

3. No quartering of troops in 3. No quartering of troops in 
private homesprivate homes

8. Bail; no cruel and unusual 8. Bail; no cruel and unusual 
punishmentpunishment

4. Unreasonable searches 4. Unreasonable searches 
and seizures prohibitedand seizures prohibited

9. Un9. Un--enumerated rights enumerated rights 
protectedprotected

5. Rights when accused; due 5. Rights when accused; due 
process clauseprocess clause

10. Powers reserved for 10. Powers reserved for 
states      states      



Application of the Bill of Rights
• Founder’s original rationale for Bill of Rights

– 1. Undermine Antifederalists’ argument against ratification to 
clear way for Constitution’s approval

– 2. Provide individual freedoms & protections against what 
ruling authority that the Constitution would establish?

• Initial Bill of Rights applied only to Federal Government.
– Later only gradually applied to the State & local Govs.

• Application to states resulted from series of Supreme 
Court decisions which set precedents 
– Key role of 14th Amendment (equal protection clause)
– Gradual application of Bill of Rights to the States as well
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Early Court decisions made toward applying Bill of Rights’ 
protections to State Governments

1833

1868

1873

1897

Supreme Court denied applying just compensation
clause found in 5th Amendment to the States

Ratification of the 14th Amendment included the 
idea that no one should be denied due process

Justices started to argue that Bill of Rights should
apply to states

Court overturns 1883 decision and decides that

Bill of Rights does apply to states

Extending the Bill of Rights



Application of Bill of Rights to States
Supreme Court Decisions:

Amendment RightAmendment Right Supreme Court Case and YearSupreme Court Case and Year

FirstFirst

SpeechSpeech Gitlow v. New York 1925Gitlow v. New York 1925

PressPress Near v. Minnesota 1931Near v. Minnesota 1931

Assembly Assembly DeJonge v. Oregon 1937DeJonge v. Oregon 1937

Free Exercise of ReligionFree Exercise of Religion Cantwell v. Connecticut 1940Cantwell v. Connecticut 1940

Establishment of ReligionEstablishment of Religion Everson v. Board of Education Everson v. Board of Education 
19471947

SecondSecond Not AppliedNot Applied

ThirdThird Not AppliedNot Applied

FourthFourth

Search and SeizureSearch and Seizure Wolf v. Colorado 1949Wolf v. Colorado 1949

Exclusionary RuleExclusionary Rule Mapp v. Ohio 1961Mapp v. Ohio 1961



Application of Bill of Rights to States

Amendment RightAmendment Right Supreme Court Case and YearSupreme Court Case and Year

FifthFifth Grand JuryGrand Jury Not AppliedNot Applied

Just CompensationJust Compensation Chicago, Burlington, & Quincy Chicago, Burlington, & Quincy 
Railroad Co.  V. Chicago 1897Railroad Co.  V. Chicago 1897

SelfSelf--IncriminationIncrimination Malloy v.  Hogan 1964Malloy v.  Hogan 1964

Double JeopardyDouble Jeopardy Benton v. Maryland 1969Benton v. Maryland 1969

Sixth Sixth 

Public TrialPublic Trial In re Oliver 1948In re Oliver 1948

Assistance of CounselAssistance of Counsel Gideon v. Wainwright 1963Gideon v. Wainwright 1963

Argersinger v. Hamlin 1972Argersinger v. Hamlin 1972

ConfrontationConfrontation Pointer v. Texas 1965Pointer v. Texas 1965

Impartial JuryImpartial Jury Parker v. Gladden 1966Parker v. Gladden 1966

Speedy TrialSpeedy Trial Klopfer v. North Carolina 1967Klopfer v. North Carolina 1967

Jury TrialJury Trial Duncan v. Louisiana 1968Duncan v. Louisiana 1968



Application of Bill of Rights to States

Amendment RightAmendment Right Supreme Court Case and Supreme Court Case and 
YearYear

SeventhSeventh Not appliedNot applied

EightEight

Excessive Bail and FinesExcessive Bail and Fines Not expressly appliedNot expressly applied

Cruel and Unusual Cruel and Unusual 
PunishmentPunishment

Robinson v. California 1962Robinson v. California 1962

NinthNinth Not appliedNot applied

TenthTenth Not appliedNot applied

Which Amendment is considered the most basic in its importance? Which Amendment is considered the most basic in its importance? 



The First Amendment
• Protection of our most important and basic rights (?)
• Freedom of: Speech, Assembly, Press, & Religion
• Provides significant protections – but…

– No absolute guarantees
• Why?

• Rights of Individual Vs.  Rights of Society
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The freedom to criticize the 
government’s actions and policies

Speech that takes the form of actions 
or symbols instead of words

Political Speech

Symbolic Speech

Freedom of Speech - different types:



1798: The Alien and Sedition Acts made it illegal for 
anyone to write, speak, or publish defamatory words about 
the Federal Government.

1917: The Espionage Act made it illegal to interfere in 
any way with military activities, including recruitment 
or induction.

1918: The Sedition Act made it illegal to say, print, write, or 
publish anything that would cause contempt or scorn for the 
government, Constitution, flag, or the uniform of the armed 
forces.

Key Free Speech Supreme Court Decision & 3 Key Standards set? 

Highlights in the History of Free Speech



Justice Holmes 
established the “clear 
and present danger 
standard.”

Clear and Present 
Danger: The doctrine that 
Congress may limit speech 
if it causes a clear and 
present danger to the 

interests of the country.

Schenk vs. U.S.

Key Court Decision: Clear & Present Danger



The Supreme Court
upheld the conviction of 
five Russian immigrants 
and established the bad 
tendency doctrine.

The Bad Tendency 
Doctrine: The doctrine 
that speech need only 
be likely to lead to bad 
consequences, in 
Congress's judgment, 
for it to be illegal. 

Bad Tendency Doctrine

Abrams v. 
United States
Abrams v. 
United States



History of the Freedom of Speech-2

1940:

Alien Registration Act
made it illegal to 
espouse the overthrow 
of the government by 
violent means or to 
associate with such 
groups.

1950: McCarran Act
stated that communist 
groups must register 
with the government 
and must disclose 
names of leaders.

Perceived threat from…?Perceived threat from…?



The Supreme Court upheld the conviction of top 
members of the Communist Party for violations of 

the Alien Registration Act.

The Communist 
Control Act of 1954 
barred all communist 
party organizations 
from participating in 
elections. 

Dennis v. United States:Dennis v. United States:

Restricting Speech- Court Decisions



In Brandenburg v. Ohio (1969) the 
Supreme Court loosened up earlier 

restrictions on free speech. 

It established …

The Incitement Standard:

The doctrine that speech must 
cause listeners to be likely to 
commit immediate illegal acts 
for the speech itself to be illegal.   

(What changed)?

Reversing Restrictions on Speech:
The Incitement Standard



Public Tolerance of Communism 1954–1998
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Summarizing Key Speech Standards

• 1. Clear and Present Danger
• 2. Bad Tendency Doctrine
• 3. Incitement Standard
• Which of the above standards is the easiest 

and which one is the hardest for the 
Government to prove in Court?

• What kind of speech is illustrated by burning 
the flag? 
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The Supreme Court ruled 5 to 4 that 
burning the U.S. flag was an acceptable 

form of protest protected by the …

1st Amendment.

Symbolic Speech: Texas v. JohnsonSymbolic Speech: Texas v. Johnson

Expanding Free Speech



Freedom of Assembly and Association 

• Protects rights to Assemble & Protest the 
Government
– Is this freedom absolute?

• Government has right to regulate – how?
– Time and Place (Rush hour at Times Square)

• Govt.’s attitude towards opposing sides’ view?
– Neutrality towards opposing views required

• Example: Nazis vs. Holocaust survivors
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Freedom of the Press
• Is Freedom of the Press absolute?
• What Potential checks put on press freedom?
• Prior restraint

– National Security vs. Freedom of the Press
– New York Times & the Pentagon Papers

• Libel  (vs. slander)
– Private vs. public standards
– Role of Absence of malice

• Obscenity - Miller v. California (3 part test?) 
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Obscenity- The 3 part Test:

• Source: Miller v. California
• 3 part Test Criteria:

– 1. Average person using contemporary standards would 
conclude prurient sexual interests exists

– 2. Patently offensive sexual conduct depicted
– 3. SLAPS=> Serious Literary, Artistic, Political or 

Scientific value absent
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Freedom of Religion
• Two major Religious freedoms in conflict?

– Establishment vs. Free Exercise Clauses

• Establishment clause – what does it mean?
– How is violation of this clause tested?

• Lemon Test (3 part test)  Law enacted is:
– 1. secular in its intent
– 2. neutral in application (no favoritism shown)
– 3. avoids excessive government entanglement

• Free Exercise clause
– Belief versus behavior - action speak louder than belief
– Depends on what conduct is involved – changes w/time
– Example: making the sun rise…
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Does the Constitution
guarantee the right of private 

citizens to own individual 
weapons?

Second Amendment

What do the Courts say?What do the Courts say?

Any Federal, State or City laws preventing you from carrying a gun?Any Federal, State or City laws preventing you from carrying a gun?



The Supreme Court Rulings on the
2nd Amendment

• 1876: Supreme Court decision in: U.S. v. Cruikshank—
– gun ownership is not a guaranteed right

• 1886: Presser v. Illinois— states can ban private armies
• 1939: U.S. v. Miller— Court interpreted Constitution to mean:

– 2nd Amendment meant primarily for controlling a militia
– National Fire Arms Act of 1934 confirmed as Constitutional
– Reinforced Federal  gun control laws

• 1983: Quilici v. Village of Morton Grove—
– A lower court ruled:  “We conclude that the right to keep and bear handguns is not 

guaranteed by the Second Amendment.”

• 1993: Brady Bill Federal gun regulation & control
• NRA’s position? (A Constitutional misinterpretation???)



Regulating Paramilitary Groups



Protections for Criminal Suspects

• What Constitutional Amendments protect 
criminal suspects?

The Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments 
set forth the rules that govern the relationship 
between the federal government and criminal 

suspects.
• What protections does the Fourth Amendment 

provide?
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The Fourth Amendment
• Search and Seizure

– Prerequisite for Search Warrant?

• Role of Probable Cause – why required?
• Reasonable Expectation of Privacy
• Consequences of non-compliance?

– Exclusionary Rule  impact on trial?
– Any exceptions to the rule?

• Exception to rule:  
– In Plain View & Vehicle searches
– Current trends  Police act in “good faith”
– Impact of recent events  Concern for National Security

• 9/11 & The Patriot Act (TBD)



The Fifth Amendment 

• Criminal Procedures for a Person Accused:
• Miranda Rights – primary purpose?

– Protection against what? 
– Self Incrimination

• Other Miranda Right protections 
– Protections extended & amendments applied?

• Miranda Rights extended:
– Right to remain silent during questioning (fourth)
– Right to know that statements the suspect makes might be used 

against him or her (fifth)
– Right to speak to an attorney before questioning (sixth)
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Fifth Amendment (continued)

• No Double jeopardy
• Any loopholes to Double Jeopardy?
• Rodney King Case – why & how?

– State versus Federal charges



The Sixth Amendment

• Procedures for People Charged with a Crime

35

Right to an Attorney
(Gideon v. Wainwright)

Right to an Attorney
(Gideon v. Wainwright)

Right to Confront Witnesses 

Any Exceptions?

Right to Confront Witnesses 

Any Exceptions?

Right to a Jury TrialRight to a Jury Trial



The Eighth Amendment

• Cruel and Unusual Punishment: 
– Is the death penalty unconstitutional?

• Recent trends & Issues: 
– Challenging how it is applied & DNA testing
– Increasing number of Federal crimes punishable by 

death
• Applying ex post facto to punishment

– Significance? 
– Can the Death penalty be applied retroactively?

• When & how were the 4th, 5th , 6th , and 8th

Amendment  rights applied to the States? 
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Application to the States
Amendment Right Supreme Court Case and Year Applied to States

Fourth
Search and Seizure Wolf v. Colorado 1949
Exclusionary Rule Mapp v. Ohio 1961

Fifth
Grand Jury Not Applied
Just Compensation Chicago, Burlington, & Quincy V. Chicago 1897
Self-Incrimination Malloy v.  Hogan 1964
Double Jeopardy Benton v. Maryland 1969

Sixth
Public Trial In re Oliver 1948
Assistance of Counsel Gideon v. Wainwright 1963 

Argersinger v. Hamlin 1972
Confrontation Pointer v. Texas 1965
Impartial Jury Parker v. Gladden 1966
Speedy Trial Klopfer v. North Carolina 1967
Jury Trial Duncan v. Louisiana 1968

Eighth
Excessive Bail and Fines Not expressly applied
Cruel/Unusual Punishment Robinson v. California 1962
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Right to Privacy
• Decision of which case established Right to Privacy?

– Which amendments were used to establish this right?

• Griswold v. Connecticutmajority opinion:
– 1st Amendment right of association
– 3rd Amendment against quartering soldiers
– 4th Amendment – no unreasonable search/seizure
– 5th Amendment- no self incrimination
– 9th Amendment- no explicit enumeration of rights

• Significance of Griswold decision?
– Established Precedence applied to what famous case? 
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Roe v. Wade (1973)

• A women’s right to privacy – Trimester rule
– First 3 months: no restrictions
– Second 3: some restrictions;  Last 3: prohibited

• Political & social reaction?
– Explosive- divided the country

• Recent Supreme Court decisions favoring States: 
– Allows states to impose some restrictions: 

• Barring Federal government funding of abortions 
• Requiring notification of parents

• Recent Court decision restricting state laws? 
– Stenburg v. Carhart (2000)

• Ban on partial birth abortions declared unconstitutional
• Clearest statement of Supreme Court’s current position
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Roe v. Wade continues to cause contention 
and division as the courts and the people try to 
balance where the right to life and the right to 

privacy begins and ends.



Changing Court Rulings on Privacy

• Other court decisions regarding privacy:
– No absolute right to privacy

• Prior Georgia laws restricting sexual acts upheld

– No Constitutional right to die
• (states may regulate the circumstances)

• 2003: Georgia law on sex acts overturned
– Court decision made on Texas sodomy case

• Conclusion: The rules change IAW the times
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Civil Liberties - Key Terms
• Bad tendency doctrine: The doctrine that speech need only be likely to lead 

to negative consequences, in Congress’s judgment, for it to be illegal.
• Civil liberties: The freedoms guaranteed to all Americans in the Bill of Rights 

(although some are in the body of the Constitution). These liberties include 
freedom of speech, freedom of religion, and the right to assemble 
peaceably.

• Clear and present danger standard: The doctrine that Congress may limit 
speech if it causes a clear and present danger to the interests of the 
country.

• Establishment clause: The provision in the First Amendment of the 
Constitution that “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment 
of religion.”

• Exclusionary rule: The doctrine, stemming from the Fourth Amendment, 
that the government cannot use illegally obtained evidence in court.

• Free exercise clause: The provision in the First Amendment of the 
Constitution that “Congress shall make no law… prohibiting the free 
exercise” of religion.

• Incitement standard: The doctrine that speech must cause listeners to be 
likely to commit immediate illegal acts for the speech itself to be illegal.
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Key Terms (continued)
• Libel law: Laws governing written or visual publications that unjustly injure a 

person’s reputation.
• Miranda rights: The rights against self-incrimination that the Fifth Amendment 

guarantees. Miranda rights include the right to remain silent during questioning, 
the right to know that any statements suspects make may be used as evidence 
against them, and the right to speak to an attorney before questioning.

• Obscenity law: Laws governing materials whose predominant appeal is to a 
prurient interest in nudity, sex, or excretion.

• Original intent: The theory that judges should interpret the Constitution by 
determining what the founders intended when they wrote it.

• Pentagon Papers: A set of secret government documents—leaked to the press in 
1971—showing that Presidents Kennedy and Johnson misled the public about 
U.S. involvement in Vietnam.

• Prior restraint: An act of government preventing publication or broadcast of a 
story or document.

• Roe v. Wade: A 1973 Supreme Court decision that a woman’s right to privacy 
prevents states from barring her from having an abortion during the first 
trimester of pregnancy. States can impose reasonable regulations on abortions 
during the second trimester and can prohibit abortions under most 
circumstances in the third trimester.
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